COVID-19 QUICK GUIDE

**VACCINATION**
Vaccination is strongly recommended. Staff may obtain no-cost COVID-19 boosters from CDCR/CCHCS vaccine clinics. No appointment is necessary in any of these clinics.

**TESTING**
Testing for unvaccinated and partially-vaccinated HQ and field office staff is required at least once weekly.

**MASKING**
It is strongly recommended all individuals wear a mask indoors, regardless of vaccination status. However, unvaccinated individuals are no longer required to wear a mask indoors.

*Individuals shall follow local facial covering rules in counties where the local health jurisdiction issues a stricter facial covering mandate.*

**QUARANTINE**

_Quarantine - Normal Staffing Operations_
Staff identified as a close contact to a positive COVID-19 case must quarantine for seven calendar days. Upon return to work, must be asymptomatic before performing duties.

_Quarantine - Contingency Staffing Operations_
Staff identified as a close contact to a positive COVID-19 case but are otherwise asymptomatic may continue to report to work. **BUT** they must receive negative daily point-of-care tests for at least seven days. If an RDO falls within this time, those count toward the seven calendar days. If day seven is their RDO, upon return to work, must be asymptomatic before returning to duties.

_Isolation_
If a staff member tests positive, they must self-isolate for a minimum of 10 days and be asymptomatic prior to returning to work.

For civil service workers, refusal to comply with vaccination, booster, testing, and masking mandates may result in corrective or disciplinary action.

ALL STAFF ENTERING CDCR HEADQUARTERS OR FIELD OFFICES WILL COMPLETE A DAILY SELF-SCREENING FOR COVID-19 SYMPTOMS AND EXPOSURES.
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